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Wait Less, Collaborate More with Compunetix
EventMeet™
Monroeville, Pa., January 29, 2015 – Compunetix, the industry’s leading provider of HD Voice collaboration platforms, is
pleased to introduce EventMeet™, the newest way for Collaboration Service Providers (CSPs) to add operational efficiencies
while increasing the ease-of-use and quality of service of conference calls. EventMeet is a specialized web collaboration
application that, when used in tandem with a Summit® Olympus™ conferencing system, can allow numerous parties to enter
into large calls in a fast and efficient manner while still collecting all required participant and security information.
EventMeet allows busy call participants to skip long wait times for an operator and immediately access their conference.
Starting from any web browser on their mobile device, tablet, or laptop, users simply input the required information such as
name, phone number, and company to enter the conference call. That information can be saved via browser cookies to populate
the fields on subsequent uses, even further decreasing entry time. In the future, EventMeet will also feature an integrated VoIP
client to hear the call immediately without a separate dial back. Hosts benefit from a clean, consistent call experience and do
not have to await an operator to initiate the call or determine attendee count. Callers are also joined smoothly, allowing them
to get to what’s most important – intuitive group collaboration.
With EventMeet, CSPs enjoy reduced operational overhead and operator headcount while maintaining the ability to gather
complex, correctly spelled participant information and without impacting advanced event operations such as participant voting
and Q&A. The clean, brandable EventMeet interface currently scales for hundreds of simultaneous web registrations and dialbacks.
Compunetix continues to offer innovative products and solutions to take audio, video, and web collaboration to the Summit
and beyond.
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“While the subjects and topics we meet about are getting more and more complex, the way in which we collaborate doesn’t
have to,” explains Robert Haley, Director of Marketing for the Compunetix Communications Systems Division. “EventMeet pulls
together the best-of-breed Summit Olympus media processor and CONTEXWeb toolkit for a simple, seamless way to launch large
calls in a timely manner.”
About Compunetix, Inc.
Compunetix is the leading manufacturer of multipoint collaboration equipment and web collaboration software in the world.
With over one million ports installed in more than 30 countries, the company has the industry’s largest worldwide deployment
of digital teleconferencing systems. Dedicated to customer-focused and innovative technology, Compunetix engineers and
manufactures all aspects of its conferencing equipment, ensuring its customers that their media processors are the highest
quality, most reliable and most flexible solutions available. For more information call Amy Reese at (800) 879-4266 or (412)
373-8110, or visit the Compunetix website at www.compunetix.com.
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